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ČASOVÉ ROZVRŽENÍ UČIVA
PŘEDMĚT:

ANGLICKÝ JAZYK

ŠKOLNÍ ROK:

2016/2017

TŘÍDA:

PedL 2

FORMA STUDIA:

DENNÍ

ČASOVÁ DOTACE:

3 hodiny týdně

1.POLOLETÍ Grammar: Regular and irregular verbs, interrogative, personal and demonstrative
pronouns, prepositions, imperative
Vocabulary: city orientation, jobs
Speaking: ending pronounciation, short and long vowels, umlauts
Writing: description
We´re going on holiday
Grammar: present continuous for future arrangements, future time expressions, other
ways for expression the future
Vocabulary: holiday activities, everyday English
Speaking: talking about arrangements, discussing holiday plans
Listening: radio show about family holidays
Reading: Family holidays cans be fun, travel brochure Cape Town
Writing: e-mail, short letter about my holiday
It´ll never happen
Grammar: future tense I- will/ won´t
Vocabulary: expressions to talk about future and fortune telling
Speaking: making predictions, talking about your future life
Listening: future predictions, song When I’m sixty - four
Reading: getting the future wrong
Writing: prediction about life in the future
Conversation topic: living in the English speaking countries
Don´t give up
Grammar: too+ adjective, adverbs
Vocabulary: weather and seasons of the year, sport,
Speaking: describing actions, describing the weather
Listening: a weather forecast, dialogue about the life of Herman Maier
Reading: jungle survival
Writing: reply to e-mail – giving advice
Promises, promises
Grammar: intentions and predictions, multi- word verbs, prepositions, modal verbs
Vocabulary: New Year´s Resolutions, multi verbs, prepositions
Speaking: talking about intentions
Listening: dialogue about New Year’s Eve party, song Wonderful World,
Reading: in New York for New Year’s Eve
Writing: writing e-mail about New Year’s Eve
Conversation topic: traditions of the English speaking countries
2.POLOLETÍ What a brave person!
Grammar: conditional clauses, when and if
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Vocabulary: adjectives of feeling
Speaking: expressing future possibilities, discussing bravery
Listening: dialogues about bravery
Reading: Subway hero
Writing: description of a film, book or TV programme
Travellers´ tales
Grammar: What is it like? should/ shouldn’t
Vocabulary: physical appearance, adjectives for expressing opinions, personality
adjectives
Speaking: giving advice and recommendations, talking about what somebody is like
Listening: dialogue about different customs around the world
Reading: What do you know about UK culture?
Writing: a list of useful tips for British tourists who are coming to visit our country
Crazy records
Grammar: Present perfect, ever/ never
Vocabulary: verb and noun pairs
Speaking: talking about life experience
Listening: conversation about strange world records
Reading: You’ve never seen anything like this!
Writing: email about a visit
Grammar: comparative and superlative of adjectives
Vocabulary: human body, fashion, clothes, shopping, weights and measures
Speaking: eating habits, daily routine
Revision of the whole year.

